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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result: 
THEOREM A. Let G be a jnite doubly transitive permutation group, and let 
H and K be the subgroups which leavejixed respectively one and two points, where 
K C H. Suppose H has a normal transitive solvable subgroup X such that X n K 
has odd order. Then either G has a regular normal elementary abelian subgroup, 
or G has a unique normal doubly transitive subgroup G* mhich is isomorphic 
to one of the groups PSL(2, q), PSU(3, q) (for q any prime power), Sz(q) 
(q = 22a+1, a > 0) or R(q) (q = 3*=+l, a > 0) in its usual doubly transitive 
representation. 
The majority of the proof will concern groups of even degree. In this case, 
by use of the Feit-Thompson theorem [6], we may restate the hypothesis 
more simply, viz. G is a doubly transitive group in which O(H) is transitive. 
An important special case is that in which a Sylow 2-subgroup of K is cyclic 
or generalized quaternion. In [2], Aschbacher has classified doubly transitive 
groups of odd degree in which K has this property. More recently [3], he has 
extended this result to cover the even degree case, but we shall not use this 
extension in our proof of Theorem A. 
The examples of theorem A in which G has no regular normal subgroup 
have previously been characterized by the fact that H has a regular normal 
subgroup (Hering, Kantor and Seitz [12] and Shult [17]), and by the fact 
that G* has a cyclic two point stabilizer (Kantor, O’Nan and Seitz [15j). 
In fact this present work is best regarded as an extension of [12] and [17], 
because we have quoted these papers frequently, and many of the methods 
which we have used are derived from [12]. It is also an extension of a classifica- 
tion theorem of Kantor and Seitz [14], in which H is assumed to have a 
transitive nilpotent subgroup. 
It has been conjectured that the same groups, together with extensions of 
the groups PSL(n, q) in their usual doubly transitive representations, are 
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characterized by the much weaker hypothesis that H has a nontrivial solvable 
normal subgroup Y. In addition to the results mentioned above, the case in 
which Y is abelian and not semi-regular has been completed by O’Kan [16], 
and that in which Y is semiregular of even order has been dealt with by 
Hering [ll]. It therefore suffices to consider the case in which a minimal 
normal subgroup of H is semiregular of odd order. Theorem A may be 
regarded as a further small step along the road to the completion of this 
classification problem. 
As mentioned above, our methods are based on those of [12] and [17], and 
in the odd degree case Theorem A is a fairly easy consequence of [2], [ 1 I] 
and [16]. In general, we prove that for any involution t which fixes more than 
two points, 9?(t)gFc*) is doubly transitive and satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem A. We can thereforedeterminethe structure of this group inductively. 
When the degree is even, and K contains a four-group T, application of the 
Brauer-Wielandt lemma (see 2.7) to the action of Ton the transitive subgroup 
O(H) of H enables us to determine the degree of G as a function of the orders 
of the fixed point sets of the involutions of T. The methods of [12] are most 
readily applicable when an involution t of K centralizes some nontrivial 
subgroup of a semiregular normal subgroup of H, and much of this paper 
(c.f. Section 6) is spent in proving that this condition must hold in a minimal 
counterexample to the theorem. To complete the proof in the case in which K 
has no four-group, we have quoted the Alperin, Brauer and Gorenstein 
classification of groups in which a Sylow 2-subgroup is semi-dihedral or 
wreathed [l], and part of Walter’s classification of groups in which a Sylow 
2-subgroup is abelian [ 181. Bender’s classification of doubly transitive groups 
in which ] K 1 is odd has also been used [4, 51. 
Group-theoretic notation will be standard. If G is a set, group or an 
element of a group, then ! G : will denote the order of G. A four-group is an 
elementary abelian group of order 4. If G is a group, then O(G), @(G) and 
Fit(G) will denote, respectively, the largest normal subgroup of G of odd 
order, the Frattini subgroup of G and the Fitting subgroup of G. If t E G, 
then tG will denote the conjugacy class oft in G. If G is one of the examples of 
Theorem A, then if G has a regular normal subgroup, G* will denote an 
arbitrary doubly transitive normal subgroup of G in which the two point 
stabilizer has odd order. Otherwise, G* will denote the smallest doubly 
transitive normal subgroup of G, in which case G* is isomorphic to one of the 
groups PSL(2, p), PSU(3, q), Sz(q) or R(q). Permutation group-theoretic 
notation is not standard. If S is a subset of a permutation group G on a set Q, 
then we define 
9(S) = {X 1 x E Sz, (x)s = x for all s E S}, 
and if s E G, then 9(s) = F((s)). If r C 52, then G(r) and Gr will denote 
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respectively the point-wise and the set-wise stabilizers of r in G, and Gr 
will denote the group G,/G(r) re ar e g d d as a faithful permutation group on the 
set r. If r = {ar, /I ,..., r}, then G(r) may also be written as G,,...., , and if 
S C G or S E G then G(S) is an abbreviation for JV(S)~(~) or M((S))F(S) 
respectively. If (Y E D and S C G, then 01~ will denote the orbit of OL under the 
action of S. G is said to be semiregular if 1 s(g)1 = 0 for allg E G, and G is 
regular if it is semiregular and transitive. Illogically, an involution t is 
regular if 1 .F(t)l = 0. If a subgroup of G, is described as ‘transitive’ or 
‘semiregular’, then this will of course mean transitive or semiregular on 
Q - {a}. If A and B are sets or groups, then A C B will always mean A c B 
and A # B. In any proof, the letters RAA (‘reductio ad absurdum’) will 
mean that a contradiction has been obtained. Regular normal subgroup will 
be abbreviated to RNS, and a generalized quaternion group will be referred 
to simply as a quaternion group. 
I am grateful to Professor M. O’Nan for suggesting this problem, and to 
Professor C. Hering for several helpful conversations. 
2. QUOTED RESULTS 
We first make a reference list of some of the existing classification 
theorems which we mentioned in the introduction. In 2.1-2.4, G will denote 
a doubly transitive permutation group on a finite set h, with OL E Q. 
2.1 ([12] and [17]). If G, h as a RNS, then G is one of the examples of 
Theorem A. 
2.2 [14]. If G, h as a transitive normal nilpotent subgroup, then G is 
one of the examples of Theorem A. 
2.3 [ll]. If G, has a semiregular normal subgroup of even order, then 
G is one of the examples of Theorem A. 
2.4 [16]. IfG,h as a normal abelian subgroup which is not semi-regular, 
then PSL(n, Q) C G C PrL(n, Q), where n 3 3 and 4 is a prime power. 
We do not wish to waste space with long lists of required properties of the 
groups PSL(2, q), PSU(3, q), Sz(q) and R(p). For groups of even degree these 
have been clearly compiled in 3.1-3.3 of [12], and in general we shall assume 
that the reader is familiar with all of those properties which are listed there. 
2.5 (Gleason [S]). Let G be a permutation group on a finite set Q. 
Suppose that there exists a fixed prime p such that for all cx E -Q, G, contains 
an element of order p which fixes the unique point 01. Then G is transitive 
on Q. 
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2.6. If G is a nontrivial 2-group which contains no four-group, then G 
has a unique involution, and G is cyclic or quaternion. 
A group of even order in which a Sylow 2-subgroup contains no four-group, 
is said to have 2-rank 1. 
2.7 [19]. Let G be a group of odd order, and let the four-group 
T = (t, u) act as an automorphism on G. Then 
and 
G = +‘o(tX ~ci(4, ~~(9) 
1 G 1 1 @GIN = 1 %G@)l 1 uG(u)I t uG(tu)l. 
2.8 [15, Lemma 3.31. Let T be a 2-group, and let A be a group of odd 
order which acts as an automorphism group on T. Suppose 5’ d T, I T/S 1 > 4, 
S C VT(A) and A acts transitively on T/S - (1). Then T has a unique 
A-invariant normal subgroup U C V(S) such that T = US and one of the 
following holds 
(i) T = U x S and U is elementary abelian. 
(ii) 1 U r\ S ) = 2 and U is quaternion of order 8. 
2.9 (Gaschutz, [lo, Theorem 158.61). Let G be a group, and let 
Q C Z(G) be a p-group for some prime p. If there exists a p-group P C G 
with P n Q = 1 and Q x P E SyI,(G), then there exists a subgroup H of G 
with G = Q x H. 
2.10 (Glauberman [7]). Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group 
G, and suppose s E S has the property t E sG n %&) implies t = s. Then 
s E Z!?‘*(G). (The complete inverse image of Z(G/O(G)) in G). 
2.11 (Huppert [13]). Let G be a solvable doubly transitive group on 
a set Sz, where j G 1 is even. Then G is a subgroup of the group of semilinear 
transformations over a finite field of characteristic 2, acting on the elements 
of that field. Thus 1 Sz 1 = 2” for some rz, and Gas is cyclic of order dividing tt. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
From now on, G will be a doubly transitive group acting on a finite set s2, 
with i Sz 1 = d, such that G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem A. Let OL and 
,!I be distinct fixed points in Q and define H = G, , K = Gas and L = G(,,,j . 
PROPOSITION 3.1. G is not isomorphic to any extension of any of the groups 
PSL(n, q) (n > 3) in its usual doubly transitive representation. 
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Proof. Suppose PSL(n, q) C G _C Pl?L(n, q) for some n > 3, q. Let 
J = PSL(n, 4) and J’ = PrL(n, p). J= has a characteristic elementary 
abelian subgroup Q of order qn-l such that (J’)JQ E rL(n - 1, 4) with the 
natural induced action on Q. Jol acts irreducibly on Q, and so any nontrivial 
normal subgroup N of G, must contain Q. If 4 is even, then as ] QoLB 1is even, 
1 NE0 1 must be even, and so G cannot satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem A. 
If 4 is odd and PSL(n - 1, q) is simple, then we either have 1 N 1 [ ] Q j(q - 1) 
or N contains PSL(n - 1, 4) as a composition factor. By order considerations, 
we find that in the first case N is intransitive on D - {a}, and in the second 
case 1 Nti 1 is even. If PSL(n - 1,q) is not simple, then n = 4 = 3 and 
J = J’. As all involutions of PSL(3,3) fix 5 points, 1 NorB 1 must be even 
whenever N, is transitive. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let t E K be un involution with I F(t)1 = a. Let 1 tG n K 1 = K 
and 1 tc n (L - K)I = 1. Then d = u + U(U - l)Z/K. 
Proof. Any element of tG lies in u(u - 1)/2 conjugates of K, and so 
I tG I = $d(d - l)K/&z(u - 1). On the other hand, each such element 
contains (d - a)/2 transpositions, and so we have 1 tC I = $d(d - I)l/$(d - a). 
The result now follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose d is odd, and let t be an involution with I F(t); = 1. 
Then ItCnHI =ItGnLl. 
Proof. Clearly I tG I = d I tG n HI. Any element of tG contains exactly 
(d - I)/2 transpositions, and so we have I tG I = $d(d - 1) I tG n L #(d - 1) 
and the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. If d is a power of 2, and L contains exactly one regular involu- 
tion, then G has a RNS. 
Proof. Let u and v be two distinct regular involutions in G. We claim 
that I uv I is a power of 2. If not, then for some integer x we have l(uv>z j = p 
is an odd prime. As d is a power of 2, we must have 0 < I s((uv)“)l. We have 
u(uv)u = (uv)-l and so u inverts (uv)z and hence u E G9F((Uu)2~ . Thus 
F((uv)z) consists of a union of transpositions of u. If (y, 8) is one of these, 
then by hypothesis u is the unique regular involution in GtY,s) , and so 
u E %Y(G.J, which is a contradiction because (US)% E Gvb. It follows that for 
any u’ E uG, (u, u’) is a 2-group. It now follows from a result of Baer [9, 
Theorem 3.8.21, that the conjugates of u in G generate a normal 2-subgroup N 
of G. If M is a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in N, then M is 
elementary abelian, and as G is 2-transitive, M is transitive. Thus M is 
a RNS. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let T C K be a 2-group. Then if X is as in the hypothesis of 
Theorem A, g(T) n X acts transitively on S(T) - {a}. If IF(T)] > 2, then 
U( Ty’n is doubly transitive. 
Proof. If OL # y EF(T), then there exists g E X with (/3)g = y. If t E T 
and gtg-1 = s, then t-ls = [t, g-l] E X n K. Thus gTg-l C (X n K)T, and 
g E %( T)(mod X n K). T and gTg-l are Sylow 2-subgroups of (X n K)T, 
and so there exists h E X n K with hg E x(T). As h E V(T)(mod X n K), 
we in fact have hg E U(T), and (p) hg = y. Thus (X n g(T))*(TJ-@) is 
transitive. If IF(T)] > 2, then the conjugates of (X n V(T)rcT) in G(T) 
generate a doubly transitive group. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let Q be an odd order normal subgroup of H, and let (t, s) be 
a four-group in K. Then 
! pQ 1 I fj(QnW<t,s>)) 12 - _ 1 Ig(Qn%‘(t)) 1 ( pQnQ(s)) I I p(QnWst)) 1. 
Proof. WehaveIQI=jBQiIQnK,,IQn~(t)I=IB(Qne(f))IIQn~~(t)I, 
etc. Applying the equation of 2.7 to the actions of (t, s) on Q and Q n K, and 
dividing the first equation by the second yields the result. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If d is even and (t, s) C K is a four-group then 
(d - l)(l 9((t, s>)I - 1)’ = (I F(t); - l)(l 9(s)] - l)(i F(ts)I - l), 
and in particular S(t) # S(s). 
Proof. Choose Q = O(H) in 3.6. Then Qo-@) is transitive, and by 3.5 
(Q n g(t))F(t)-{a) is transitive. Thus 1 /3(Qnvo)) 1 = I F(t)1 - 1, etc., and the 
required equation follows from 3.6. If F(t) = 9(s), then P((t, s)) = S(t), 
and the equation gives I p(ts)l = d, RAA. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose G has a RNS, and t E G is an involution with 
] 9(t)\ > 2. Then 
(i) d = 1 9(t),2, and G(t) has a RNS. 
If d is even, then G is solvable, and if (t, s) !C G is a four-group, then 
I 9((t, s))l < 2. Any eZement x E G of odd order satisfies ! 9(x)1 > 0. 
Proof. We may suppose that a:, B E s(t). Let X be as in the hypothesis 
of Theorem A, and let P be the RNS of G. Then F = (P, X, t} is doubly 
transitive on s2, and all involutions in F,, are conjugate to t. First suppose I P I 
is even. Then P n Ft,,,l contains a unique involution u, and [u, F,e] 2 
P n F,, = 1. Now Ff,,,) - FaB must contain some conjugate of t, and as 
(u, t) E Syl,(F,,,,,), we must have ut E tG. Thus g(t) n F,, = %(ut) n F,, , 
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and so 1 tG r\ F,, 1 = 1 tC CT (F(,,e) -F&l, and 3.2 gives d = I s(t)j2. If 1 P 1 
is odd, then if u’ is any involution with 9(u’) = {oL}, we have VP(~‘) = 1, 
and so u’ inverts P. Thus u’ must be unique. As 1 X I is even, and I X n K I 
is odd, such a u’ exists. By 3.3, Ft,,e) - FOB contains a unique involution u 
with I F(u)1 < 2. Clearly u E V(F,,), and so again we have ut E tG and 
d = 1 9(t)12. If (Y, y E 9(t), then there exists g E P with (a)g = y, and then 
[g-l, t] C P n F, = 1. Thus %$(t)9(t) is transitive, and it is clearly a RNS 
in G(t). This proves (i). If d is even, then if SE Syla(G&, {P, X, S) is 
solvable (by [6]), and so by 2.11, S is cyclic. Hence as SE Sylz(G,), G, has 
a normal 2-complement, and so G is solvable. Thus Gas is cyclic and contains 
no four-group. Let x E G have odd order, with I g(x)] = 0. As d is a power 
of 2, x is not semiregular, and so for some powery of x, 1 g(y)1 > 2. Assume 
y E Gus . Then (y> is weakly closed in G,, , and so G(y) is doubly transitive. 
If y, 6~%(y), and uEPn G (v,61 , then u E U(y), and so (P n ‘if(y)y(“) is 
transitive and G(y) has a RNS. Thus I F(y)/ is a power of 2, which is 
impossible as I x [ is odd. This completes the proof of (ii). 
LEMMA 3.9. If d is odd, and t is an involution with F(t) = {a}, such that 
tc n H = {t}, then G has a RNS. 
Proof. If s E tG n V(t), then s E G9tt) and so g((s) = {a}, and by hypoth- 
esis s = t. Thus by 2.10, t E a*(G), and as t e%“(G), we have O(G) # 1. 
A minimal normal subgroup of G contained in O(G) is a RNS. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let X be any group, and suppose Y 4 X. Then ;f P is a 
p-subgroup of X, where p { ) Y I, we have 
TTx(P)Y/Y = Vx!y(PY/Y) and 43) y/y = JGlYw-I n 
Proof, Clearly Vx(P)Y/Y C’%,jy(PY/Y) and .,&(P)Y/Y C Nr,,,(PY/Y). 
Suppose g E gx,,(PY/ Y). Then if g is an inverse image of g in X, P normalizes 
the coset gY. As 1 gY i = I Y j is prime top, P must centralize some element 
h in gY. Thus g = hi gx(P)Y/Y. If ~EM&,(PY/Y) and g is an inverse 
image of g in X, then P, Pg E SyI,(PY) and so Ph = Pg for some h E Y. 
Then g = 3-l E Mx(P)Y/Y. 
L~i~t1~3.11. LetXbeagroupwith YgX, IX/YI=~,SEX-Y 
with s2 = 1, and S E Syl,( Y) with s E A’(S). If X - Y contains exactly n 
involutions, then (s, S) - S contains at least n i S 111 Y 1 involutions. 
Proof. Let tl , t, ,..., t, be representatives of the conjugacy classes of 
involutions of (s, S> which do not lie in S. Then (s, S> - S contains 
XI=, 1 S l/l %,(tJI involutions. If t is any involution in X - Y, then t is 
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conjugate to at least one of the ti . Hence n < & 1 Y I/I az(ti)l, and as 
1 %?r(rJl > ) @?,(t,)l, the result follows. 
4. THE ODD DEGREE CASE 
From now on we shall assume that G is a group of minimal order which 
satisfies the hypothesis but not the conclusion of Theorem A. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. d is even. 
Proof. Assume d is odd. By [2] and [5], we may assume that K contains a 
four-group (t, s). As d is odd, we have 1 F(t)1 > 3, and so by 3.5 and 
inductive hypothesis, G(t) is one of the examples of Theorem A. The same 
is true for G(s) and G(ts). Let X be a maximal solvable normal subgroup of H 
with 1 X n K 1 odd. Then X is transitive on Q - {a} and X n K = O(K). 
Let Q be a minimal normal subgroup of H contained in X. ,4s X is solvable, 
Q is abelian, and 2.4, 2.3 and 3.1 imply that Q is semi-regular of odd order. 
By 2.7, at least one of the involutions of (t, s} must centralize a non-trivial 
subgroup of Q, and we may assume without loss that V,(t) # 1. As 1 Q i is 
odd, and %o(t) acts semiregularly on s(t) - {a}, 1 F(t)/ - 1 cannot be a 
power of 2. By considering the degrees of the examples of Theorem A of odd 
degree, we find that the only possibility is that G(t) has a RNS P. If F(t) $ 
F(s), then 3.8 gives / F(t)1 = 1 P((t, s))12, and in any case, G((t, s)) has a 
RNS. As ( s(t)\ # 3 or 9, 1 P((t, s))l # 3. Thus if s(s) g s(t), G(s) 
contains an involution P(@ such that G(s)(t9(8))has aRNS,and (P(tYF(s) I) # 3. 
In any case we find that G( s must have a RNS, and similarly for G(ts). ) 
For any y E 3(0(K)) - {oL}, we have O(K) = X n G,, = O(G,,). Thus 
if g E H satisfies @)g = y, then g E &(0(K)). It follows that X n X(0(K)) 
acts transitively on 9(0(K)) - {cY}. As L CM(O(K)), G(O(K)) is doubly 
transitive, and by induction it is one of the examples of Theorem A. (t, s) 
normalizes some Sylow 2-subgroup of X, and so (t, s) centralizes some 
involution r of X. Then F(Y) = {a}, and so ySFft) inverts P, and rso)~ %“(G(t),). 
Thus [T, gK(t)] C X n G(F(t)) C O(K), and so %‘o(K)(t)r C O(K). By 2.7, 
we have 
and it follows that 7 E M(O(K)), and hence that 1 P(O(K))I is odd. If (t, s) 
acts faithfully on 9(0(K)), then G(O(K)) has a RNS, because no extension 
of any of the groups PSL(2,29, PSU(3,2”) or Sz(q) has a four-group in its 
two point stabilizer. Otherwise, some involution of (t, s)-say t-acts 
trivially on 9(0(K)), and so g(O(K)) C g(t). We know from 3.5 that 
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(X n W(t))~(t’-(@ is transitive, and we saw above that if y E 9(0(K)) - {a} 
and h E H with (/3)/z = y, then h EJV(O(K)). It follows that if R = 
X n %7(t) n M(O(K)) then R is transitive on 9(0(K)) - {a}. Thus if Q is 
the group generated by the conjugates of R in J(O(K)) r\ g(t), and Q = 
Qs(O(K)), then & is 2-transitive. We have Qp(“) C P(X n %(t)yct), and as 
(X n g(t))s(t) contains the unique involution 19(t) and 1 X n K 1 is odd, 
Q contains the unique involution r9F(o(K)). Thus by 3.9, Q has a RN!? As 
G(O(K)) is one of the examples of Theorem A, this implies that G(O(K)) 
itself must have a RNS, and so this is true in any case. 
The RNS of G(O(K)) is inverted by Y~(O(~)), and so Y~(O(~)) is the unique 
involution of G(O(K)) which fi xes the single point 0~. 3.3 implies that 
G(O(K))l,,,j contains a unique involution which fixes a single point. Let 
IrGnH/ = / YG n L 1 = h. If (y, 6) is any transposition of Y, then 
Y EJV(O(G,,J), and so Y s(o(G~8)) is the unique involution of G(O(G,,))t,,,) 
which fixes only one point, and this point must be the unique point a! of S(Y). 
It follows that each of the h conjugates of y in GI,,,~ fixes a, and so all conjugates 
of r in H must contain the transposition (y, 8). This implies that h = 1, and 
so by 3.9 G has a RNS, and is not a counterexample to Theorem A. 
LEMMA 4.2. G contains no odd permutation. 
Proof. If G contained an odd permutation, then the intersection of G with 
the alternating group on D would be a normal subgroup G of G of index 2, 
and so we would have O(H) C G. Thus by induction G would satisfy 
Theorem A, in which case G would also satisfy Theorem A, contrary to 
assumption. 
Before proceeding further, we shall introduce some more notation, and 
determine some of the structure of the groups U(T) where T is a 2-group in K 
with j F( T)I > 2. From 3.5, we know that 59o(H)(T)“(T)-(“) is transitive. We 
define P(T) to be the subgroup of %7(T) generated by the conjugates of 
‘ZotH)( T)inV( T). By induction,P( T)“(‘) is one of the examples of Theorem A. 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) G(T)* a %?(Ty(T) and 1 %7°(T)‘(T)/G(T)* [ is odd. 
(ii) go(T) n G(3”( T)) th h es er as odd OY twice odd order. In theJirst case, 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of V(T) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of G(T)*. 
In the second case, we have G(T)* s PSL(2, q) for some q > 3, and a Sylow 
2-subgroup of V( T) is quaternion. 
Proof. Clearly P( T)9(T) is doubly transitive when 1 F(T)1 > 2, and as 
VocH)( T)9(T) a G(T). , we have V”(T)Y(T) 4 G(T). By the definition of 
G(T)*, it follows that G(T)* 4 go(T) s(*). As G(T)* is doubly transitive, 
W(T)SF’*’ = G( T)VoCHj(T)~‘T’ proving (i). Let 2 = O(%P( T) nG(F( T))). 
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Then 2 4 %?O”( T), and if u E V(T) n G(s( T)), then we have 
[u, FofH)( T)] C %O(H)( T) n G(S( 7’)) C O(G(F( T)) n go(T) _C 2. 
Thus by definition of V( T), we have [u, 5?“(T)] C 2 and u E ZZ(+?s( T)) where 
bars denote images in V?O( T)/Z. In particular, P’(T) n G(P( T)) is abelian, and 
hence a 2-group. 
First suppose G(T) has a RNS, and let U E Syl,(V( T)). Then L;*(r) a G(T) 
and so [U, %?o& T)] Z U(G(s( 2’)) n VJ( T)). As G(s( T)) n +?O( 7’) C i7 
we have P?o&T) c N( 8). Thus if S = G(F( T)) n U, and if A = %ocH)( T), 
then 0, 8 and A satisfy the hypothesis of 2.8. Hence there exists a subgroup 
vof awhich satisfies the conclusion of 2.8 (i.e., 1 r n s ] = 1 for i s(T)1 > 4, -- - - 
andIVnSi<2forI&+r(T)I=4,whereE=VSand[V,S]=l). 
It is well known that the Schur multipliers of the groups PSU(3, Q) and 
R(q) are odd, and those of the groups PSL(2,q) have order 2 (or 2 * 3” when 
q = 3 or 9). Th us if G( 7’) is one of these groups, then P(T) has a normal 
subgroup v with rF(r) - G(T)* and 1 Tin G(.F(T))I < 2. 
In any case, if W is th:inverse image of V%o(,,(T) in G, then Ws(*) is 
2-transitive, and V?ocH)( T) C W, which implies V”( 2’) Z W. Thus %?J( T) = W. 
If R E Syl,(W), then R s i? and j R n G(9(T))I < 2 and can equal 2 only 
when G(T)* s PSL(2,q). The result now follows. 
Similar arguments yield stronger results in the following situation. Let T 
be any subgroup of K, and suppose H has a semi-regular normal subgroup Q 
with V?o( T) # 1. Define %o( T) to be the subgroup of U( T) generated by the 
conjugates of VQ(T) in g(T). 
LEMM.4 4.4. If Q is as above, then [V?Q(T), G(F(T))] = 1. If G(T) is 
doubly transitice, and G(T)* s PSL(2, q), then either 
(i) Co(T) G PSL(2, q) and 1 VQ( T) n G(S( T)) j = 1, OY 
(ii) %0(T) s SL(2, q) and ) V(T) n G(S( T))’ = 2. 
Proof. [%‘o( T), G(@( T))] CQ n G(F( T)) = 1, and so [%Q( T), G(F( T))] = 1. 
Suppose G(T)* s PSL(2, q). If q > 3, then simplicity of G(T)* yields 
P&5(2, q) s G(T)* Z V?Q(T)F(T). As Q is semiregular, we have %,JT)“(*) c 
G(T)*, and so %5’(T) g(r) = G(T)*. This equality is clearly true even when 
q = 3. 1Ve have @Q(T) n G(%(T)) C ZZ(VP( T)), and so the result follows 
from the known Schur multipliers of PSL(2, q) except when q = 3 or 9. 
Suppose that q = 3 or 9, and that V(T) n G(p(T)) contains a nontrivial 
Sylow 3-subgroup P. Then P n Uo( T) = 1, and by primitivity of G(T), 
we have ’ Vo(T)I = 1 9(T)/ - 1. Hence P x go(T) E Syl,(Vo(T)). By 2.9, 
it follows that there exists a group R with g“(T) = P x R, and then by 
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definition of W(T) we have go(T) C R, RAA. Hence the result is true in 
any case. 
5. FOUR-GROUPS WHICH FIX MORE THAW Two POINTS 
PROPOSITION 5.1. ,Vo four-group in Kfixes more than two points. 
Proof. Let (t, S) C K be a four-group with a = / 9(t);, b = 1 F(s);, 
c = 1 F(ts)l and e = 1 9((t, s))l an d assume that e > 2. By 3.5 and inductive 
hypothesis, G((t, s)) is one of the examples of Theorem A. We shall assume 
without loss that a < b < c. By 3.7, we cannot have e = a = 6, and so 
e < b. Thus ts(@ is an involution in G(s) with I .F(t9(s))l = e. There are 
four possibilities for G(s). 
(i) G(s) has a RNS. By 3.8, we have e = 2”, b = 22n for some 11, and 
G((t, s)) has a RNS. 
(ii) G(s)* s PSL(2, q). As e > 2, tTts) 4 PGL(2, q), and so P(s) acts 
on G(s)* as a field automorphism. Thus we have q = q12, where e = q1 + 1, 
b = ql* + 1 and G((s, t))* z PSL(2, ql). 
(iii) G(s)* z PSU(3, q). Either tgr(8) E G(s)*, or PCs) acts on G(s)* 
as a field automorphism, and in either case, we have e = q + 1, 6 = q3 + 1 
G(<t, s>>* zx PSL(2, q). 
(iv) G(s)* s R(q). As 1 Aut(G(s)*) : G(s)* I is odd, we must have 
tgF(@ E G(s)*, and then e = q + 1, b = q3 + 1 and G((t, s))* s PSL(2, q). 
We observe that G((t, s)) either has a RNS, or we have G((s, t))* z 
PSL(2, q) for some q. .The same possibilities occur for G(st), and for G(t) 
whenever e < a. We can now make a complete list of the possible values of e, 
a, b and c, and in each case we calculate d from 3.7. In cases (a) and (b) below, 
G((t, s)) has a RNS and n > 2. In cases (c) and (d), G((t, s))* z PSL(2,3). 
In cases (e)-(k), G((t, s> E PSL(2, q) for some odd prime power q. 
(4 9 e = 2” 
(b) e = 2”, 
(c) e = 4, 
(d) e = 4, 
(e) e=q+l, 
(f) e = q+ 1, 
(g) e=q+l, 
(h) e=qfl, 
a = 2n, b = c = 22*, d = 1 + (22n - 1)(2n + 1). 
a = b = c = 22n, d = 1 + (22n - 1)(2n + l)2. 
(10, 16) C {a, b, c}. 
{16,28} C {a, b, c}. 
a=q+1,b=c=q2+1, d =q3+ 1. 
a=b=c=q2+l , d = q4+ 1. 
a=q+1,b=q”+1,c=q3f1, d=q”+l. 
a=q+1,b=C=q3+1, d==q5+ 1. 
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(9 e=p+l, U = b = Q2 + 1, C = Q3 -/- 1, d=Q5+1. 
(j> e = Q + 1, ~-2 = Q2 + 1, b = C = Q3 + 1, d= '3-i-l. Q I 
(k) e=p-i-1, U=6=C=Q3-+I, d=Q'+ 1. 
We shall consider each of these possibilities in turn. Let Q be a minimai 
normal subgroup of H contained in O(H). Then Q is elementary abelian, and 
by 2.4 and 3.1 it is semiregular. 
Case (a). As 2” 1 d and 2”+’ f d, a Sylow 2-subgroup of G has order 
2” 1 T 1 where T E Syl,(K). If Tl E Syl,(%+)), then 1 Tl 1 = 22n 1 Tl n K 1, and 
so V(s) and similarly C(st) cannot contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. By 
4.3(ii), @o(s) has an elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroup acting regularly 
on s(s). Hence U(s) has an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of order 22n+l, 
and so K must have an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of order at least 
2n+1 > 8. Either V(t) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of K, or there exists an 
involution u E K - (s, t) with u E %((s, t)). In either case we have t E S C K, 
where S is elementary abelian of order 8. By 3.8, G(t),, contains no four- 
group, and so there exists an involution u E S with F(t) C S(U). (By 3.7, 
s(t) # s(u)). If G(u) had a RNS, then there would exist an involution 
w E S with g(u) C .PJ(v) and as ( s(u)1 > 4, G(V) would also have a RNS, 
and G(w),, would contain a four-group, RAA. Thus G(U) and similarly G(tu) 
has no RNS, and so we have a = ( g(t)! = 4, and 1 s(u)1 and ( P(tu)( each 
equals either 10 or 28. Applying 3.7 to (t, u) gives (d - l)/(a - 1) = 9, 
27 or 81. In case (a), however, we have (d - l)/(a - 1) = (2” + 1)” = 25, 
RAA. 
Case (b). Let u be an involution in the centre of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of K, with u E %?((s, t)). Th en at least one of s and t-say t- is distinct 
from u. From the structure of G(t) we have ( F((u, t))l = 2” or 22n, and 
hence I s(u)1 = 2”, 22n or 24n, or possibly I F((u, t))l = 4 and 1 F(u)\ = 10 
or 28. The same possibilities hold for / g(ut)(. Then 
(d - 1)/b - 1) = (I g(d - 1x1 .-qut)l - I)/(/ S((U, +)I - 1)” 
= (2” + 1)2, 
and we easily check that the only solution is I s((u, t))l = 2” and I g(u)1 = 
1 F(ut)] = 22n. Thus a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(U) has order 22” j T I where 
T E Syl,(K), which is impossible, because 22n I T I f I G I. 
Case (c). In this case, at least one oft, s and st must be an odd permuta- 
tion, contradicting 4.2. 
Case (d). We have c = 28 and G(ts)* g PSU(3,3) or R(3). If ts 
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commutes with no element of ((t~)~ - {ts}) n K, then by 2.10 ts E Z*(K), 
and so there exists S E Syl,(K) with ts E b(S). Let S C T E Syl,(L). Then 
L - K, and hence T - S contains some conjugate v of ts, and from the 
structure of G(ts), we have 1 9( rFta))l = 4. As G(ts) is 2-transitive, this 
implies that ts centralizes some conjugate of v in K, contrary to assumption. 
Hence there exists ts # v E (ts)G n K n %(ts), and 1 F(v)1 = 28,I s((v, ts))l = 
4. We may assume that v = s, and so a = 16, b = c = 28, and by 3.7 we 
have d = 1,216. 
Kow s and st cannot both invert Q, or else t would centralize Q, and from 
the structure of G(t) this would imply 1 %?((s, t)) n Q I = 3. Thus as Q is 
elementary abelian, we deduce from the structure of G(s) that 1 go(s)1 = 
j 9ZQ(st)l = 3 or 9 (where in the second case ! go((s, t))l = 3). Thus I Q ] 
is a power of 3, and by applying 3.6 to (s, t) we deduce j Q j = 3, 9 or 27. 
Now as 7 1 I G(s)I, we have 7 1 I G 1, and as d = 5 (mod 7), K contains a 
Sylow 7-subgroup R of G, and I 3(R)/ = 5 (mod 7). Suppose y E F(R) - {oL}, 
and g E O(H) satisfies (/3)g = y. Then by Sylow’s theorem in O(K)R, there 
exists h E O(K) with hg E M(R), and it follows that (O(H) n JV(R))~(~)--@) is 
transitive. Thus G(R) is 2-transitive, and is one of the examples of Theorem A. 
As (I Aut(Q)I, 7) = 1 in all cases, we have Q C V(R). Thus G(R)u has a normal 
subgroup isomorphic to Q. 2” = 5 (mod 7) has no solution, and so G(R) has 
no RNS. Thus I s(R)1 = 3” + 1, and the only solution to 3” + 1 E 5 
(mod 7) for which I F(R): < d is n = 4. As PSL(2, 81) is 2-primitive, this 
is impossible. 
Cases (e), (f) and (g). G(t), is primitive, and so QF@)-tJJ is either trivial 
or transitive. The same is true for G(s), and in cases (e) and (f), the same is 
true for G(s), and in cases (e) and (f), the same is true for G(st). At least one of 
t, s and ts must centralize a nontrivial subgroup of Q, and in cases (e) and (f) 
it follows that 9FQ((t, s)) # 1, and so Q is transitive on F(t) - (011, .9(s) - {a} 
and g(st) - {a}. Applying 3.6 to the action of {t, s) on Q, we deduce ! fro 1 = 
d - 1. Hence Q is transitive on JJ - {a}, and as Q is nilpotent, this contradicts 
2.2. In case (g), we find as before that t and s cannot both invert Q, and as 
S(t) C F(s), we have V,(s) # 1, and so %‘o(~)~(~)+) is transitive. If q = - 1 
(mod 4), then at least one of t and s would be an odd permutation, contra- 
dicting 4.2. Hence q = 1 (mod 4), and so G(ts)” s PSU(3, q), and from the 
structure of this group, we deduce that I Qs(t@ I = q or q3. In the latter case, 
Q would be transitive on J2 - (a} as before, RAA. In the former case, 3.6 
yields I Q I = q2, and so /3o = F(s) - {a}. It follows that all conjugate of s 
in K fix the same set of points BQ u {a}. As G(s) is 2-transitive, the sets .F(u) 
for u E sG form a block design with d(d - I),/y(y - 1) = (q* + l)q2/(q2 $ 1) 
blocks, which is impossible, because q2 + 1 7 (q* T 1) q2. 
We have seen that if T is any four-group in K with 1 F(T)] > 2, then either 
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G(T) has a RNS or G(T)* s PSL(2,q). It follows that if u is any involution 
with G(u)” s PSU(3, q) or R(q), then G(S(u)) contains no four-group. 
Case (h). First suppose tS(@) E G(s)*. Then go(s) contains an involution u 
with tzts) = zP(@. As u E %(G(F(s))) {mod O(G(P(s)))), we may assume (by 
replacing u by a conjugate if necessary), that u E ??(~t), and as G(P(s)) 
contains no four-group, we have u = t or ts. From the structure of PSU(3, q) 
or R(q), go(s) contains a four-group (u, r) with ‘L’ and u conjugate in g(s). 
Then (u, z’, s> is elementary abelian, and (u, 21, s) = (t, ZL’, s), where w = v 
or es and zu E tG. All involutions in G(s) and in G(st) fix q + 1 points, 
and so we have j .F(z#(~))[ = 9(z#(s*))i = q - 1 = / P(w)!, and so 
S(W) c S(s) n .F(st) = S(t). Hence .9(w) = Y(t) contradicting 3.7. If 
t9S(8) $ G(s)*, then G(s)* z PSC(3, q), and PCs) acts as a field automorphism. 
In this case, there exists an involution ‘I; which is conjugate to t in go(s)(t) 
such that (v, t, s> is elementary abelian, and we have the same contradiction. 
Case (i). As in case (g), we have q ZE 1 (mod 4), and so G(ts)* s 
PSU(3,q). There exists an involution u E V”(ts) n K, and 1 9(u) n F(ts)i = 
q + 1. By applying 3.7 to (u, ts), we find that we must have I -F(u)\ = 
1 .F(uts)I = q* i 1, where G(u)* E G(uts)* z PSL(2, q*). If w is the 
involution of G(ts)” with ZL’ = u 9(ts), then from the structure of PSU(3, q), 
we have ‘G(w) 2 SL(2,q). It follows that P?O((u, ts)) contains an involution z, 
with c,.*os) = w. As G(F(ts)) contains no four-group, we must have v = u 
or uts. Then z’ E @O(e.ts), but as G(rts)* s PSL(2, q2), and ! 9(#(0~~))] = 
q + I, we have z?(cfs) $ G(rts)x. This contradicts 4.3(i). 
Case (j). Again we have q = 1 (mod 4). As in case (d), we can deduce 
that K contains a four-group (s, u) with u E sc, and so we may assume 
ts E sG. We have G(s)* s G(st)* g PSU(3, q), and so 1 go(s)1 = I @,(&)I = 1, 
q or 43. First suppose go(t) = 1. Then we cannot have go(s) = VJst) = 1, 
and ‘t(Js) = q3 would imply , %o((s, t))l = q. Hence 1 go(s)I = 
[ g&St) = q, and application of 2.7 to (s, t\ yields I Q ( = q*. From the 
structure of PSC73, q), there exists u E go(s) with ‘go(s) 6 go(u). Applying 3.7 
to <:u, s), we find that either 1 F(U) = q* I 1 and S(U)! = q3 + 1, or 
1 -9(u); = q3 + 1 and I .%(us)~ = q” + 1. In the first case, 2-primitivity of 
PSL(2,q”) implies 1 W,(U)’ 2 q’, and so u E e(Q). In the second case, us E%(Q), 
and in either case Q C eH(Q). On the other hand, if %o(t) # 1, then 
I Vo(t), = q*. If j go(s)/ = I 5Yo(st)i = q3, then 2.7 gives 1 Q I = q6, and soQ 
is transitive on SL, - {(Y}, contradicting 2.2. Hence ! go(s). = j go( = 
I ‘E’,((t, s))! = q, and so / Q / = q* and t E+?~(Q). Thus again we have 
Q c @H(Q). 
If /3rrr(U) = /3o, then Fit(H) fixes all orbits of Q, and so V?(Q) n Fit(H) = Q. 
This implies VH(Q) = Q, RAA. Hence fiFiuH) 3 ,P. By applying 3.6 to the 
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action of (t, s) on Fit(G), we deduce that /3Fit(H)nQ(S) r> /30nV(s). Hence 
1 pitwm%W 1 = / flF’Mff)n%‘(st) 1 = 43, and 3.6 gives ~Flt(ff) : = ~6, again 
contradicting 2.2. 
Case (k). First suppose that G(t)* s PSU(3,q). Then there exists 
a four-group (u, t) C Kwith u c??(t), and an application of 3.7 yields ’ F(l(u)I = 
1 F(ut)i = q3 + 1. From the structure of PSU(3, q) (as in case(i)), ‘P((u, t)) 
contains an involution z’ with zFtt) = zP(~), and as G(P(t)) contains no 
four-group, we have z, = u or ut. In either case, z’ E %O(z:) contradicting 
4.3(ii). Hence we must have G(t)* z G(s)* z G(st)” z R(q), and we may 
assume that at least one oft, s and St-say t-is central in a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of K. As q = 32n+1, d = q7 + 1 = 4 (mod 8), and so if SE Syl,(W(t)), then 
SE Syl,(G). Kow 1 Aut(R(q))/R(q)l is odd, and so I G(t)/G(t)* I is odd. Hence 
SPft’ E Syl,(G(t)*), and SFo’ is elementary abelian of order 8. By 4.3(ii), 
1 go(t) n G(s(t))l is odd, and so if T = S n V(T), we have T n G(.F(t)) = 1, 
and so S = T x (S n G(s(t))) where j T / = 8. As G(%(t)) contains no 
four-group, T x (t) = Q,(Z(S)), and so [9, Theorem 7.1 .l], fusion of 
elements of T x (t) takes place in M(S), and hence in ,V(T x (t)). From 
the structure of R(q), we have I M(S4F(t’) n G(t)* I = 8 . 7 . 3, and as 
I G(t)/G(t)* I is odd, and ! Aut(SPo’)l = 21 . 8, we must have 
j Jv”(S~‘t’)/%qS-y = 21. 
Thus the orbits of g(t) n N(T x (t)) acting by conjugation on the involu- 
tions of T x (t) have lengths 7,7 and 1. XowL - K and hence (T x (t)) - 
(t), must contain some conjugate of t, and it follows that Jtr(T x (t)) acts 
transitively on the involutions of T x (t), and hence that 
I YV(T x (t))/V(T x (t))l = 15 . 21. 
But Aut(T x (t)) z A,. A subgroup of A, of order 21 . 15 would neces- 
sarily lie in A, . It would have 1 or 21 Sylow 5-subgroups, and so it would 
contain an element of order 15, RA4. This completes the proof of 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If t is any involution in K, then either G(t) has a RNS, or 
G(t)* g PSL(2, q) for some q. 
Proof. Otherwise we would have G(t)* s PSU(3, q) or R(q). In both of 
these cases, G(t)* contains an involution fixing more than two points, and by 
4.3(ii), go(t) contains an involution u with I .F(zP(*))l > 2. Thus 
I F((u, t))l > 2, contradicting 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose G(t) has a RNS, and [T, G(F(t))] = 1, where 
T E Sy12(Vo(t)). Then 1 F(t)1 < 4. 
Proof. Suppose [ F(t)1 = 2” > 4. Then by 4.3(ii), we have T n G(F(t)) = 1. 
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If u # t is an involution in q(t), then if zP(o is not regular, 3.8 gives 
1 fl((u, t))l = i *(t)l’l” > 2, contradicting 5.1. Hence UgEo) is regular, and 
for some z’ E T, we have zPt) = ago). As e’ E V(G(fl(t))) we have u E U(o) 
and so by 5.1 u = w or z;t. Thus T x (t) contains all invoktions in g(t), and 
it follows that if tQ E T x (t), then g c JV(T x (t)). We also deduce from 
2.10 that t E 9*(K). Thus e(t) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of L, and there 
exists u E tG n V?(t) n (L - K). By 2-transitivity of G(t), we have two 
possibilities: 
(i) ut E tG and I(T x (t)) n tG 1 = 2n+l - 1, and 
(ii) ut $ tG and /(T x (t)) n tc 1 = 2n. 
As T x (t) contains all involutions of V(t), the setsP(u) for u E tc n (T x (t)) 
partition Q, and so we have d = 2n(2”+1 - 1) and 22n in cases (i) and (ii), 
respectively. 
Consider first case (i). J’“( T x (t)) acts transitively by conjugation on the 
involutions of T x (t), and so if F = .M(T x (t))/‘+?(T x (t)), then 
1 F i = (2”~~ - 1) / G(t), 1. By 3.8, G(t), is solvable, and by 2.11 it has a 
cyclic two point stabilizer, and hence a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. Thus F is 
solvable. Let U be an elementary abelian group of order 2n+1, and let UF be 
a semidirect product, with F acting on U as it does on T x (t). Then UF is a 
solvable doubly transitive group on the cosets of F, of order divisible by 
2n:1(2ny1 - 1)(2% - 1). Then 2.11 gives 2” - 1 1 n + 1, and so n < 2, RAA. 
We must therefore have d = 2en, where ut 6 tG. Either u or ut lies in T. 
Suppose the former. Then every element of T - (1) is conjugate to t. If 
g E G satisfies ug = t, then g E N( T x (t)) and TO # T. Thus 1 Tg n T I < 
2n-1, Tg u T 1 > 3 . 2n-1, and so 2” = :(T x (t)) n tC ! 3 3 . 2+’ - 1, 
RAA. Hence u # T and ut E T, and so every involution of T is regular. From 
3.2, we deduce that I tG n K I = ) tG n (L - K)I, and so i U,(u), = I F&t)l. 
Now ut E V(G(F(t))), and from the structure of G(t), we have (ut)s(t) E 
‘??(G(t),e). Thus if w E VK(t), we have wUt = wx where x E V(t) n G&F(t)), 
and 9 = 1. If x f 1, then by 5.1 we have Y = t, and so w-l(ut)w = u and 
ut E uG, RAA. Hence x = 1 and ut E g(S!T,(t)). Thus FK(t) C +Zx(u), and as 
their orders are equal, we have SFK(t) = gK(u). From 2.7, we deduce 
ut E %2(0(K)). As t E .9*(K), 3.10 gives K = O(K) g&t). Hence ut E V(K), 
and so ut is the unique regular involution in L - K. Then by 3.4, G has a 
RNS, and is not a counterexample to Theorem A. 
6. THE ACTION OF AK INVOLUTION ON NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF H 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let N be a normal self-centralizing subgroup of H, and 
let t E K be an inwolution. Then ‘ZJt) # 1. 
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Proof. Assume that the proposition is false. Then t inverts N, and so N 
is abelian, and 2.4 and 3.1 imply that N is semiregular. All conjugates of t 
in H invert N, and so the product of any two such conjugates centralizes N, 
and by assumption it lies in N. Hence t E Z(H/N), and in particular t E 9’(K). 
t fixes the orbit pN of N, and so by considering the induced representation of 
H/N on the orbits of N, we deduce that t fixes all orbits of N. As t inverts N, 
3(t) intersects any such orbit in exactly one point. We therefore have 
13(t)/ - 1 = (d - 1)/i N /, and so N has exactly 13(t) - 1 orbits on 
Sz - {a}. If I 3(t)l = 2, then N is regular, contrary to 2.1, and so I 3(t)l > 2. 
By 3.10, we have H = N%?*(t) is a semidirect product, and G(3(t)) is the 
kernel of the induced representation of ?TH(t) on the orbits of N. Thus 
H/NG(3(t)) E G(t), . As 3(N) = {(Y}, N is weakly closed in H, and it 
follows that for y E J2, N has a unique conjugate NY in G,, . 
Let 2 = O(G(3(t))), and choose S E Syl,(G(3(t))). Then 2 C got&t), 
and so 2 C P(t). By 5.1, S has 2-rank 1, and so S acts semiregularly on 
52 - 3(t). As t E 5?(K), t is the unique involution in G(3(t)), and so t E S. 
We have [?TO&t), s] C O(H) n G(3(t)) C 2, and so [W(t), s] C 2. Then 
by 3.10, @O(t) n U(S))Z/Z = VJ(t)Z/Z. In particular, VT,t)s(t) = 
(V(t) n V(S))F(t), and if T E Syl,(V”(t) n g(S)), then T E Sy&(V(t)). 
We know from 4.3(ii) that we either have T n G(3(t)) = 1, or else G(t)* E 
PSL(2, 4) and 1 T n G(3(t)): = 2. In the second case, we necessarily have 
T n G(3(t)) = (t>. Th us ‘S?O(t) n G(3(t)) has a normal 2-complement, 
which is normal in G(3(t)), and therefore lies in 2. Hence 
; go(t) n G(3(t))p ; < 2. 
In many cases we shall wish to prove that Z acts semiregularly on 52 - 3(t). 
This motivates the following two technical lemmas, in which groups Q with 
3(t) C 3(Q) are studied. 
LEMMA 6.1.1. Let Q be any subgroup of G(3(t)) with 3(t) C 3(Q). Then 
we have 
(i) V(Q)s(o) is transitive, and I3(Q)l = (I 3(t)l - 1) ! %&(Q): + 1. 
(4 g(<Q, t)Ytt) is transitive. G(Q) is 2-transitive zy and only ;f 
(J’(Q) n +?(t)p) is 2-transitive. If (M(Q) n %T”(t))9”(“) is 2-transitive, then 
G(Q) is one of the examples of Theorem A. 
(iii) If (y, 8) is a transposition oft with y, 6 E 3(Q), then if II E tG n G,, , 
we have 13(t) n 3(24)l = 0, d3(u) C 3(Q). Thus i 3(t)l ( I 3(Q)/. 
Proof. (i) Q fi xes all orbits of N. Suppose P is such an orbit, and 
y,S~3(Q)nP.Thenifg~Nwith(y)g=6,wehave[g,Q]1NnG~,=l. 
Hence I 3(Q) n P 1 = 1 gN(Q)I. As there are ) 3(t)l - 1 such orbits on 
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f2 - {a}, we have ; P(Q)1 = 1 + / %‘A,(Q)l(l 9(t)! - 1). For any y E 9(Q), 
1 y*~(~’ n *t(t)/ = 1, and so there exists tY E G,, , conjugate to t by an element 
of @ZN(Q). Thus S(P) -cS(Q). t y inverts IV, and hence we must also have 
1 S(Q)1 = 1 + 1 U(Q) n IVY i(i S(P)\ - 1) and so i g(Q) n NY j = 1 gN(Q)I. 
2.5 now implies that %‘(Q)F(Q’ is transitive. 
(ii) If 01, y E S(t) and g E 59(Q) with (a)g = y, then gtg-l E H, and so 
gtg-9 E IV. Thus t and gtg-l are conjugate in S?*,(Q), and there exists 
h EV((Q, t)) with (ol)h = y. Thus U((Q, t))s(t’ is transitive. As each orbit 
of gN(Q) intersects S(t) in a single point,it is clear that if (M(Q) n %C(t))g(t)--(l) 
is transitive, then G(Q)*(Q)+) is al so transitive. Conversely suppose that 
G(Q) is 2-transitive. Then if y, 6 G.F(~) - {ar}, there exists g EM&Q) with 
(y)g = 6. The product of any two conjugates of t in H lies in N, and so 
[g, t] E N n G6 = 1. Thus (J(Q) n +?(t))g(t’-(a) is transitive. If 
(N(Q) n ?P(t))~(t)-(z) is transitive, then as go(t) n G&F(t)) has odd or twice 
odd order, O&N(Q) n go(t)) S(t)--(3L) is transitive. Thus G(Q)& has the transitive 
odd order normal subgroup ?ZN(Q) 0(&(Q) n %O(t))y’Q’, and by induction 
it is one of the examples of Theorem A. 
(iii) Let (y, 8) be a transposition of t in 9(Q), and let u E tG n G.,6 . 
Then u E S’(G,,) and so t E 59(u). If 7 E F(t) n S(u), then t and u both 
invert W, and so tu E NV, contrary to t E U(U). Thus 1 F(t) n S(u)! = 0. 
We saw in the proof of (i), that if s E tG n G,, for any 7 E P(Q), then 9(s) Z 
9(Q), and as G(Q) is transitive, we have .F(u) C F(Q). Thus the sets 
{9(u) 1 u E tG n VT(t), .9(u) C 9(Q)} partition F(Q), and we deduce that 
I .9(t) 1 I F(QY. 
LEMMA 6.1.2. Let Q be as in 6.1.1. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) There exist u, v EV((Q, t)) n tG with F(u) u F(v) C .F(Q), such 
that uFtt) and vFtt) are distinct regular elements of G(t), 
(ii) 1 s(t)! = 4, and ifR I Q is a subgroup ofG(F(t)) maximal (in order) 
with respect o 9(t) C 9(R), then a Sylow 2-subgroup U of E(R) n G(S(t)) 
is a quaternion group of order 8. If u E U((Q, t)) n N(U), with zFt) a regular 
involution, then (u, U) - U contains exactly 6 involutions, all of which are 
conjugate to t in X(R). 
Proof. Let R >_ Q be maximal with respect to F(t) C p(R). Applying 
6.1.1 to R gives ! Z-(R)1 - 1 F(t)] = n , S(t)l(l S(t)\ - 1) for some integer 
n. Let C = (g(R) n G&F(t))) FcR). Then by maximality of R, C acts semi- 
regularly on F(R) - F(t), and so C is a Frobenius complement, acting on 
the kernel %‘N(R)F(R’. Hence I C I 1 (I WN(R)I - 1). From 6.1.1(i), we have 
1 ‘?FN(R)I - 1 = n 1 S(t)l, and so 1 C I 1 n I F(t)l. Define 
I = {X i x E tG n V(t), x # t, S(X) C s(R)}. 
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Suppose condition (i) of the lemma is false. Then for any U, v ~1, we have 
@ct) = ES(~), and so (ZM) *fR) E C. Thus lstR) c (#tR), C), and lFtR) is a 
union of conjugacy classes in this group. 
We have (11 = (1 F(R)\ - ( Qr(t)()f\ s(t)\ = a(! s(t) - l), and as 
1 C 1 1 rz 1 g(t)l, we must have 1 C = n 1 F(t)l. Let UE Syl,(g(R) r\ G($(t))>, 
where u E Jr/-(U). Then U has 2-rank 1, and L’o-F(r) is semiregular. Thus 
?YtR) E Syl,(C). By applying 3.11 to (uF(~), C), we deduce that (u, U) - U 
contains at least I U I (I F(t)1 - 1)/l s(t) involutions. If U is quaternion, 
then it is easily checked that this condition forces ] U I = 8, and I F(t)] = 4, 
in which case condition (ii) of the lemma is satisfied. If U is cyclic, then (u, V) 
must be dihedral. Thus if / C / = 2mZ, where I is odd, then (u, C) - C 
contains exactly 2 classes of involutions, which contain 2”-lZ, and 2ni-rZ, 
elements, where lr ( I and la ( 1. This is incompatible with 
/ Z ; = I C ; (i F(t)1 - 1)/l F(t)l. 
We now return to the proof of 6.7. First suppose that G(t) has a 
RNS, and S n T = 1. Thus @O(t) n G(s(t)) = 2. If 2 = 1, then 
[go(t), G(%(t))] _C 2 = 1, and so by 5.3 we have ) -F(t)] = 4. Thus 
go( I = 3, and IV’%?~(~)~ is a RNS of H, contradicting 2.1. Hence 
2 # 1. Let P be a minimal normal subgroup of g(t) contained in 2. First 
suppose that F(t) C F(P). As go(t) C M(P), (M(P) n %O(t))su) is 2- 
transitive, and by 6.1.l(ii), G(P) is one of the examples of Theorem A. We 
have either j F(P)1 = i F(t)l* = 22n for some 12, or I F(t)1 = 4, and 
1 S(P)1 = 10 or 28. By 6.1.1(i), G(P), h as a normal intransitive subgroup, 
and as PSL(2,9) is 2-primitive, this group cannot occur as G(P)*. As SD-So) 
is semiregular, T x S acts faithfully on s(P). If G(P)* E PX7(3, 3), then 
t E b(K) implies that tFtP) E G(P)*, which is impossible, because a Sylow 
2-subgroup of %?(tFtp)) in PSU(3, 3) is not of the form T x S. Thus either 
G(P) has a RNS or G(P)* g R(3), and in either case, if u E tc n (L - K) 
with Y(U) C F(P), then we have u E V(G(.F(P))), and uF(~) E %?(G(P),,). 
As P 4 K, and 1 G(p(P)); is odd, these two conditions together with 3.10 
imply u E g(K). Suppose u f d E tG n (L - K). Then u.Fct) = zYlt), and 
so F((t) C F(uz*). As u E V(K), we have u E V(U), and so uv is an involution 
and we must have uv = t. Hence I(L - K) n tc i < 2, and 3.2 gives 
d = j S(t)!* or 2 I .F(t)l* - I S(t)!. As d > I .9(P)\, we must have i R(P)’ = 
) .9(t)\’ and d = 2 : g(t)i* - / F(t)!. By order considerations, W(t) contains 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, but V(t) C M(P), and t is not central in a Sylow 
2-subgroup of M(P), RAA. We conclude that S(t) = 9(P). 
Now let Q be a subgroup of P, maximal (in order) with respect to 
9(P) C F(Q). (Possibly Q = 1). P f(o)-s~) is semiregular, and so PF(o) is 
a Frobenius complement. As P is elementary abelian, we have I P/Q i = p is 
a prime. Let t # u E tG n W(t) with -F(u) C F(Q). Then u E g(Q), and as 
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l3(u)l = 2”s we cannot have P C GT(,) , and so u $ @i’(P). Hence 
I Pl~P(U)I = P. Us E %Y”(t)9Fo), and so we may assume that u E T x S, 
in which case u E T x (t). Now all involutions of T are conjugate in g(t) 
and hence in N(P). Thus there exists a four-group (u, v) C T x (t) with 
1 P/%fp(w)l = 1 P/9Zp(uw)I = p. If I P I = pm, then applying 2.7 to the action 
of (u, v) on P gives pm ) eP((u, o))i2 = p3m-3, which is impossible. 
It remains to deal with the case G(t)* g PSL(2, q). We fiirst suppose 
that q = 3, in which case G(t) *has a RNS, and so 1 S n T 1 = 2. 
We wish to show first that Zc’-sct) is semiregular. Suppose not, and let Q be 
a subgroup of Z maximal (in order) with respect to 3(t) C 3(Q). 
Suppose first that (M(Q) n %O(t))*(t) is doubly transitive. Let p be any 
prime with p( IQ\, and let P E Syl,(Q). Then if g E J”(Q) n go(t), there 
exists h E Q with Pgh = P. As Q C v(t), it follows that (M(P) r\ 59(t))Sct) = 
(fl(Q)n%“(t))~(t), and by 6.l.l(ii), G(P) is one of the examples of Theorem A. 
If P E Syl,(Z), then M(P) would contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of g(t) acting 
faithfully on F(P). From the structure of TS, this would imply G(P)* g 
PSU(3,3). G(P), h owever, has the semiregular normal subgroup gN(P) of 
order (I s(P)1 - l)/(l3(t)l - 1) which is inverted by ts(P), and PSU(3, 3) 
contains no such subgroup. Hence P $ Syl,(Z) and so p 1 1 G(P),, I. We have 
G(P)* z PSU(3,3), R(3) or P&5(2,9), or 13(P); = 16 and G(P) has a RNS. 
In any of these cases, I G(P),, I is a power of 2, RAA. Hence (M(Q) n %T”(t))SF(t) 
cannot be 2-transitive. In particular, as go(t) C M(Z), we have 3(Z) = 3(t). 
Choose Q C R C G(3(t)) maximal with respect to 3(t) C 3(R), and let 
WE Syl,(%?((R, t))). Then by 6.l.l(ii), Ws(f) is transitive, and if C = 
W n G(3(t)), then W has a subgroup V with U C V, \ w/P’ I < 2, and 
P’*u) a regular four-group. We may assume that I’ c TS where U C S. Let 
T = (x, y), where I x 1 = i y I = 4. We know that (@O(t) n GT?(S))F(~) is 
2-transitive, and by applying 3.10, we can find an elementg E go(t) n .A$( T) n 
g(S), with 1 ,gFo) 1 = 3 and xg = y or yt. As in 6.1.2, we define 
I = {x 1 t # x E tG n g(t), 3(x) C 3(R)}. 
Then Po) = (I n v)s(t) is nonempty. Suppose u E I n I/. 
If i Iso) 1 = 1, then by 6.1.2(ii), we have U z Qs and (u, V> - U 
contains exactly 6 involutions, all of which lie in 1. This implies that 
I gU(u)I = 4. We may assume that u = xw for some w E S with I w 1 = 4. As 
Vs(w) acts semiregularly on 3(u), and 1 3(u)I = 4, we must have %Jw) = 
(w), and as ) g&u)1 = 4, we have (w) = gU(u), and in particular w E U. 
From the structure of <u, U>, we find that for any element z E U of order 4, 
we have xx E I n V, and so %r(z) = (z). It follows that S = U, and so 
V = TS. If g is as above, then yw (or ywt) = ug E TS, and so ug E V(R). As 
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1 s(ug)l = 4 and 1 R ! is odd, we have 9(ug) C 9(R), and so ug EI and 
IWt) / > 1, RAA. 
Hence I Po) I > 1, and so there exist U, w EI r\ V with @‘o) # #or. 
As I *(~z(v(“))I # 0, maximality of Q gives V=(U) = Q, and similarly 
%z(w) = Q. We may assume that u = xw and v = yz where w, z E S and 
lw( = IzI =4. 
Suppose there exists Y = xiwr E U(Q), with x1 E T - (x), and w, E S. 
Then there exists h E (g, T) with 1 h 1 = 3 such that xh = xi . Suppose we 
had wi = w8 for some s E S. Then (xw)~~ = xlwl , and so QhS = gz(l~)~~ = 
9?=(r) > Q. Thus hs E J’-(Q), and as (I h 1, I s I) = 1, ~EJ+‘(Q), and so 
W-(9> n WW’t’ is 2-transitive, RAA. We conclude that for any such Y, 
wr 4 Ws and similarly wrt $ &. Similarly, if r = yrzr E U(Q) withy1 E T - ( y) 
and zr E S, then Z, # zs and z,t $ ~9. 
We know that u = xw, z’ = yz and uv = xywz all lie in V. From the 
preceding paragraph, we deduce Z, zt $ ws and w, z $ (wz)~ u (wz@. These 
conditions force S = (WZ, w> to be quaternion, where I S/(wz)l = 2. 
We have (uv)? = (wz)” E U. If .z E U, then UV.Z+ = xyw E U, and w E ws, 
again contradicting the preceding paragraph. Hence z $ U, and similarly w, 
wz $ U. Thus U = ((wz)~), and T n V = 1. As w E g(u) and R = 
GGWN n WW), we have w E N(R), and similarly z E M(R). Thus 
TS CM(R). If uv ~1, then (u,v) would be a four-group acting on 2, with each 
involution having the same centralizer Q, and as Q C 2, this contradicts 2.7., 
Hence uw $1 and similarly uvt $1. As V = (u, V, (wz)~), and (uv)” = (wz)2t 
(UV, (~2)~) is either cyclic, or it is a four-group (110, t). In either case, 
I n (ua, (wz)“) is empty, and so I n V contains no element Y with YP(~) = 
@)9(t). Thus 1.7(t) = {#(t), #(f)}. 
Define C = (M(R) n G(S(t))) 9tR). Then ( G??(zPfR)) n C ( = ((UP(~)) i = 4, 
and so zP(~) has I C ]/4 conjugates in (@tR), C). In fact I n (#CR), S) must 
consist of the 1 S l/4 involutions of (u ptR), r/r) - U, and these are all con- 
jugate in (@CR), C). Thus 
) I n (#CR), C>l = 1 C J4 = 1 In (@(R), C)\, 
and so i I j = 1 C j/2. By maximality of R, C is a Frobenius complement, 
and so I C I 1 (I .9(R)/ - I F(t)l)/(l F(t)1 - 1). We also have I I ; = 
(I 9(R)I - I S(t)l)/l S(t)!. From 6.1.1, we have 
I F’(R)1 = I p(t)1 + n I *(t)l(l F(t)1 - 1) 
for some n, and so ] C 1 1 n 1 S(t)] and I 11 = n(I F(t)/ - 1). This is in- 
compatible with I I I = I C l/2, and we conclude that Z*-%(t) must be semi- 
regular. Thus 2 is a Frobenius complement, with kernel N. 
An element u E tc n (L - K) must invert 2, and so 2 is abelian, and 
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therefore cyclic. We have u = xu+ where x E T, w E S, / x 1 = 1 w j = 4 and 
1 w9fU) 1 = 4. Hence G(t) contains an element of order 4, and so G(t) g S, . 
Suppose z’ E F(t) n N(S) where 1 9(@ct))l = 2, and consider the action 
of A on Z, where d = (go(t) n V(S))(a). As Aut(Z) is abelian, we have 
PSL(2,3) C (g(Z) n Ap, and so PSL(2,3) C (V(ZS) n PP(t))9(t). 
We shall next prove similar assertions in the case q > 3. Again we wish 
to show that Zo-Fu) is semiregular. Suppose not, and let Q be any subgroup 
of Z with 9(t) C 9(Q). Supp ose first that G(Q) is 2-transitive. Then by 6.1.1, 
&K(Q) n g(tp) is 2-transitive. As G(t)* is simple and go(t) < 59(;(t), we 
have either (N(Q) n %“(t))3u) = 1 or it is 2-transitive. In the latter case, 
G(Q) is an example of Theorem A by 6.1.1. In the former case, let A be the 
subgroup of J’(Q) n V?(t) which contains N(Q) n G(*(t)), and satisfies 
@=7’“’ g$ G(t)“. We know from 4.3(ii) that go(t) n G(S(t)) has odd or twice 
odd order, and [go(t), G(F(t))] c Z. Thus if B = go(t) G&9((t)), and bars -~ 
denote images in ??(t)/(Z, t), we have B = V(t) x G(.F(t)) and A is a sub- 
group of B with 2 n so(t) = 1. Thus as G(s(t)) has 2-rank 1, a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of Ais cyclic or dihedral. We have A/A n G(g(t)) z PSL(2, q), and 
so A n G(F(t)) and hence C = J’(Q) n G&9(t)) must have a cyclic Sylow 
2-subgroup U. Let D = V?(Ufl(Q)) (mod O(C*(Q))). As PSL(2, q) is simple, 
we have DFo) 2 G(t)*, and so O(D,X)9(t) is transitive. Thus G(Q), has the 
normal transitive subgroup gM(Q) “(Q)O(D,), and by induction, G(Q) is again 
an example of Theorem A. By 6.1 .l, G(Qh has a normal subgroup +?h(Q)s’Q) 
of order (i F(Q)1 - 1)/q which is inverted by t9(Q), and as PSL(2, q2) is 
2-primitive, we cannot have G(Q)* s PSL(2, q”). Thus G(Q)* s PSU(3, q) 
or R(q), in which case t E S(K) implies P(Q) E G(Q)*. If G(Q)* g PSU(3, q), 
then for any normal subgroup M of G(Q)a , we would have / %M(tF’Q))l = q, 
which is a contradiction, because tF(Q) inverts gM(Q)fl(Q’. On the other hand, 
if G(Q)* E A(q), then G(Q)y would have a regular normal subgroup J with 
j @(])I = I WJ(t=“Q))2(J)! = 42. As eJ(t*(Q)) n IY~(Q) = 1, we would then 
have :173(Q) @(J) = J, and so IVY = /, RAA. We conclude that G(Q) is 
not 2-transitive. 
Let 1 c Z, C Z, c ... C Z, = Z be a maximal series with each Zi 4 V(t), 
and let i be minimal subject to Zf-9(t’ not being semi-regular. Let Q C Zi 
be maximal subject to 9(t) C .9(Q). Then as ZiPI n Q = 1, and as ZJZi-i 
is elementary abelian, Q must be an elementary abelian p-group for some 
primep. By 6.1.2 there exist u, z: E 9?(t) n (tC - (t}) with 9(u) U .9(D) C-F(Q) 
and uF(Q) # cd(t). As ??((Q, t))3c(f) is transitive, and the centralizer of a 
four-group in G(t) cannot be transitive, we may assume that zPct) is not 
central in %?((Q, t))so). u normalizes some Svlow p-subgroup PI of Xz,(Q), 
and by the Frattini argument we have ??((Q, t)) c N(Pl) where bars denote 
images in %?(t)lZ, . Thus we may choose r such that v E M(Pl) and ‘I: is 
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conjugate to u in %((Q, t)). Let Pi C Pz E Syl,(.Z,) with u E M(Pz), and let 
P = U(U) n P2. By maximality of Q, we have P r\ G(9(u)) = Q, and SO 
Q a P and thus P C PI . Now if g E V(t), then by Sylow’s theorem there 
exists h E Zi withgh E .,V(P,), and as Zi 4 V(t), we have (W’(t) n M(Ps))F(t) = 
P(t)*(t). Suppose go V(U~(~)) n G(t)*. We know that P(t) n G(%(t)) 
either has odd or twice odd order, and so by applying 3.10, we can find a 
F(*) g E P(t) n M(P2) with g = g, and [g, U] E (t). As t E B(K), this implies 
that g E M(+?(u) n Pz) = d”(P). Thus %(r?o)) n G(t)* C X(Py(t). Simi- 
larly choose PI c Ps E Syl,(Z,) with a E M(P3). Then U(V) n P3 C PI . As u 
and v are conjugate in 9?(t) Z JV(Z~), we have i ??(v) n Ps 1 = I P 1, and as 
Pg’Q)--;7(p’ is a Frobenius complement, and therefore cyclic, we have 
U(E) n P3 = P. Thus V(T,~(~)) n G(t)* C M(P)F(t). AS ~(zP(~)) n G(t)* 
and ‘??(ZrgF”)) n G(t)* are distinct maximal subgroups of G(t)*, we have 
G(t)* C M(P)ptf). As uv E U(P), and 1 # (uv)~~) E G(t)*, simplicity of 
G(t)* implies that G(t)* C g(P)*ct). Thus V(Q)“o) and hence G(Q) is 
2-transitive, RAA. We conclude that Zo-j-o) is semiregular, and therefore 
a Frobenius complement. 
By [9], Theorem 10.3.1, a Frobenius complement of odd order is meta- 
cyclic, and all of its Sylow subgroups are cyclic. Thus Z/Fit(Z) and Fit(Z) are 
both cyclic. If A = Aut(Z), then A has a normal subgroup B such that A/B 
is solvable, and B induces the trivial automorphism group on both Fit(Z) 
and Z/Fit(Z). By 3.10, this implies that 1 B 1 is odd, and so A is solvable. 
As PSL(2, q) is simple, it follows that PSL(2, q) C (g(Z) n ‘P(t) n GT?(S))~(~). 
For all values of q we have reduced to the situation in which Zo-so) is 
semi-regular, and PSL(2, q) C (C n g(S))Fo), where C = V(Z) n go(t). As 
Z C %O(t), we have C n Z = %“(Z). M7e know that l@O(t) n G(F(t)))/Z < 2, 
and so 5(C) = C n G(s(t)), and 1 %“(C)/a(Z)l < 2. C has a normal 
subgroup / such that z(C) C /, J/%“(C) r PSL(2, q) and 1 C/J I is odd. 
From the known Schur multipliers of PSL(2, q), we have J = J1 J2 is a 
central product,where Jz = a(C), Jl/ J1 n Jz g PSL(2, q), and / J1 n Jz I < 2 
for q f 3 or 9. For q = 3 or 9, we may have I Jl n Jz 1 = 2 . 3” for some 12. 
Clearly J1 = C” (i.e. the smallest term in the derived series of C). As 
PSL(2,q)C(CnV(S))p(f)and(CnV(S))”CCx,wehave J1=(CnV?(S));c, 
and so J1 C V?(S). As I C/ J1 I is odd, we have T c J1 and so TS C U(%‘( h)). 
TS contains some conjugate u of t with 119(t) regular, and if q = 3 or 9, then 
/ s(u)i = 4 or 10. Thus u cannot centralize any element of order a power of 3 
which acts semi-regularly on J2 - F(t), and so we must in any case have 
I J1 n %“(C)l < 2. J1 char C a V(t), and ( J1)= has a normal subgroup iM 
such that :%fF(t) is the RNS of G(t), . Then M C g(t), , and hW7 is a RNS of 
G, , contradicting 2.1. This completes the proof of 6.1. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let N be a semiregular normal nilpotent subgroup of H 
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maximal r&h respect to inchsiion. Then if t is an involution of K, we have 
%N@) # 1. 
Proof. Suppose the proposition were false. Then t inverts N. By 6.1, 
NC gH(N). Choose N Q M C U(N) such that M/N is a minimal normal 
subgroup of H/N. Then M is nilpotent, and maximality of N implies that M 
is not semiregular. Hence M n K f 1. As N C V(M), we have 
(9(Mr\ K)l > 2. If yEg(Mn K) -(a}, then as Mg H, we have 
IMnK/ = jMnG,,j, and so MnK=MnG,,. Thus if gEO(H) 
satisfies (,k?)g = y, then (M n K)g = M n G,, , and sog E .N(M n K). Thus 
(O(H) n H(M n K))3(MnK)+) is transitive, and so by [16, Theorem B] 
G(M n K) is 2-transitive, and by induction it is one of the examples of 
Theorem A. In the notation of 4.4, we have %P’(M n K) 4 Jt’(M n K) and 
[%?‘(M n K), G(S(M n K))] = 1. By 2.5, W(M n K)S(MnK) is transitive. 
There are four possibilities to be considered. 
Case 1. G(M n K)* E R(p). 
We have 1 G(M n K)*: gN(M n Kyc”nx) 1 < 3. t9(1MnK) is the unique 
involution of G(M n I& , and so gN(M n K),e contains an involution s 
with S9(“nK) = P’“nK). Thus s must invert N. If 9(s) $ F(M n K), then 
as M n K C %‘I$), %C’,,JS)~~(~) is an elementary abelian non semiregular normal 
subgroup of G(s). By 2.4 this is impossible, because G(s) is one of the examples 
of Theorem A. Hence 9(s) C 9(M n K). As s E V(G(SG(M n K))) and 
1 9(P(“nK))I > 2, 5.1 implies that 1 G(F(M n K))] is odd. As G(M n K),, 
is cyclic of twice odd order, 3.10 implies that s E 9(K), and K has twice odd 
order. If u is an involution in %‘N(M n K) n (L - K), then (u, s) E Syl,(L), 
and from the structure of R(q), u and US both fix Q + 1 points, and are con- 
jugate to s. Thus as II E Q(G(F(M n K))), again from the structure of R(p), 
we deduce I sG n (L--K): = q-l, and 3.2 gives d = q+ l+(q+l)q(q--1) = 
1 F(M n K)J, RAA. 
Case 2. G(M n K)* z PSU(3, q) 
As Pt”nK) inverts N9tMnK), it follows from the structure of PSU(3, q) 
that Pt”nK) $ G(M n K)*, and so ty(“nK) acts on G(M n K)* as a field 
automorphism. Thus there exists s E ?ZN(M n K),, such that (s, t) is a four- 
group, and by 5.1 I 9((s, t))l = 2. Thus we have G(t)* E PSL(2, q’) for 
some q’, and similarly for G(s)* and G(st)*. From the structure of PSU(3, q), 
we have 
The sets S(M n G,,) for y E Q - (a} form a system of imprimitivity for El, 
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and as G(t), , G(s), and G(st), are all primitive, we must have -F(t) U F(s) U 
9(st) _C cF(M n K). Th us applying 3.7 to (t, s) gives d = q5 + 1 = 
i cF(M n K)], RAA. 
Case 3. G(A4 n K)* E PSL(2, q) 
By 2-primitivity of PSL(2, q), we have /3” = %(M n K) - {a}, and so 
1 N 1 = q = pn for some prime p. M/N must be a p-group, for otherwise 
we would have M = N x N’ for some N’ E M/N, in which case M would 
be abelian, contradicting 2.4 and 3.1. As N is abelian and M C g(N), M n K 
cannot tix any orbit of N without fixing it pointwise. We deduce that pq 1 d - 
I9(M n K)], and so pq 7 d - 1. It follows that M/N must fix some orbit of 
N on Q - {a}, and as M g H, this means that it fixes every such orbit. 
Hence M = N x (M n K) is abelian, R4A. 
Case 4. G(M n K) has a RNS, and 1 F(M n K)I > 4 
Clearly the RNS of G(M n K) lies in VN(M n K)y(MnK). By 3.8, t9t”nK) 
is the unique involution of G(M n K)LIS, and s(t) n S(M n K)I = 
1 9(M n K)/1/2 > 2. Hence 5.1 implies that Kis cyclic, and ] G(s(M n K))I 
is odd. Then 9YN(M n K) has an elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroup. If 
u E gN(M n K) n (L - K) is an involution, then from the structure of 
G(M n K), we have zFMnK) E V(G(M n K),,), and as u E %‘(G(s(M n K))), 
3.10 gives u E V(K). In particular, UP(~) E V(G(t),,), and so G(t) must have a 
RNS. u cannot be conjugate to t, or else G(u) would have an odd order sub- 
group (M n K)F(u) fixing no points, contrary to 3.8(ii). L - K, and hence 
(u, S) - S (where t E S E Syl,(K)) must contain some conjugate of t, and so 
ut E tC. Thus VK(ut) = Vk(t), 1 tC n K 1 = 1 tG n (L - K)I and 3.2 gives 
d = I .F(t)12 is a power of 2. As u is the unique regular involution in L - K, 
3.4 implies that G has a RNS, and so it is not a counterexample to Theorem A. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. K contains no four-group. 
Proof. If there is a four-group (t, s) C K, then by 5.1, we have 
1 .F((s, t))] = 2. Let N be a maximal nilpotent semiregular normal subgroup 
of H. A minimal normal subgroup of H contained in O(H) is elementary 
abelian, and hence by 2.4 and 3.1 semiregular. Thus N # 1. We know from 
6.2 that none oft, s or st can invert N. Hence I F(t)/, 1 g(s)] and 1 S(ts)I must 
all exceed 2, and so we have G(t)* E PSL(2, qJ, G(s)* s PSL(2, q2) and 
G(st)* E PSL(2, qJ for some ql , q2 and q3. 3.7 gives d - 1 = q1q2q3. 
By 2-primitivity of G(t), G(s) and G(ts), we have 1 /IV”(t) I = q1 , I j3%.+Jts) I = q2 
and ] pYNcst) 1 = q3 , and now 3.6 yields I /IN : = q1q2q3 . Hence N is transitive 
on Q - {a}, contradicting 2.2. 
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7. THE Two RAXK ONE CASE 
By 6.3 and a result of Bender [5], we know that K has a non-trivial Sylow 
2-subgroup S which is cyclic or quaternion. Let :V be a maximal semiregular 
normal nilpotent subgroup of H. Then if t is the involution in S, we know 
from 6.2 that V,(t) + 1, and so the group gN(t) is well-defined. In particular, 
1 F(t)1 > 2. From 5.2, we have either G(t)* z PSL(2, q), or G(t) has a RNS. 
In the latter case, if Is(t)I > 4, then we know from 4.3(ii) that [P(t) n G(.F(t)) ; 
is odd, and so if T E Syl,(W’(t)), then Tgct) is the RNS of G(t), and 
T n G(s(t)) = 1. Thus [T, G(T(t))] = 1. A Sylow 2-subgroup of G(t)* 
has order 1 F(t)! = 1 T I, and as I ‘P(t)*(‘) : G(t)* 1 is odd, we have 
T E Syl,(V”(t)). Thus 5.3 applies, and so I F(t)! = 4. Hence we always have 
G(t)* gg PSL(2, q) f or some 4 > 3. By 4.4, we have W’(t) g PSL(2, q) or 
SL(2,q). We consider these possibilities in turn. 
Cuse 1. w-(t) E PSL(2, q) 
As K has 2-rank 1, and @v(t) n G(s(t)) = 1, ; gN(t) n K I must be odd, 
and so 4 = 3 (mod 4). Hence if t E R E Sy12(G(F(t))), where R C S, we 
have 1 S/R 1 < 2. Let u, be an involution in %‘(t). Then if w f t, zytt) is 
regular, and so wFft) E G(t)*, and Ho) = zPt) for some involution u E W+‘(t). 
As u E Y(G(3(t))), we have u E g(w), and so w = u or ut. Thus VN(t) x (t} 
contains all involutions in g(t). There exists w E tG n g(t) n (L - K), and if 
u E VN(t) with zPoi = @of, then we have (u, t) = (a, t). Thus z’ E ‘i?(R), 
and as RR-y”) is semi-regular, R acts faithfully on 3(c), and so R must be 
cyclic. If S were quaternion, then we would have S = (s, r), where (I) = R 
and I s 1 = 4. As flu) is an odd permutation, at least one of s and r would be 
odd, contradicting 4.2. Thus S is cyclic, and K = O(K)S. 
Let II = ! tc n K I = I O(K) : %‘otK)(t)l, II = I O(K) : %?o(K)(z~)l and Za = 
I O(K) : Vo&~t)~. Then if 1 = tG n (L - K)I, we have 1 = 1, + Zz or 
I = l,, depending on whether or not Z$E tG. 3.2 gives d = q + 1 f (4 L l)ql/n. 
We observe that d/(q + 1) is even if and only if I is odd, which is true if and 
only if ct 6 tC. Thus if S C CT E Syl@(t)), then UE Syl,(G) if and only if 
vt E F. 
First suppose that U E Syl,(G). Then U/U n ?ZN(t) g S, and so l? C 
U n gN(t). We may assume that u E ZZ’( U), and if Uyui is not a four-group, 
then a(U) = (u, R). As s(U) n U’ + 1, we must have II E I?‘. But u, 
t E s(U), and u and t are conjugate, which implies [9, Theorem 7.7.11 that 
u and t are conjugate in M(U). Thus t E U’, RAA. Hence ?IWf) must be a 
four-group, and so G(t) $ PGL(2, q), and S = R. As S acts faithfully on 
3(n), we have 1 S I = 2, and so U is elementary abelian of order 8. Clearly 
O(G) = 1, and as P(t) x (t) = %7(t) is an odd extension of PSL(2, q) x (t) 
with q = 3 (mod 4), [18] implies that q is a power of 3, and G is a normal 
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extension of a group R(q) of Ree type. If %Jt) C P E Syl,(G), then J”(P) C H, 
and so G is an extension of R(q) in its usual 2-transitive representation. Thus 
G is not a counterexample to Theorem A. 
We conclude that V$ Syl,(G), and at $ tG. As I( E @TN(t), we have 
I god) : god<& u>)i = (Q - 1)/2- Thus 0 = I ~o,,,(t).il ~od$: = 
(q - 1)/2k, where k = 1 ?70(K~(w) : $fo&(t, ZJ))~. We then have d = 
q + 1 i- (q + l)q(q - 1),/2/s. As WN(t) x (t) contains all involutions in G?(t), 
any involution of g(t) A (L - K) centralizes G(9(t)) n 2?(t). As 8 E tG, it 
follows that t E V(G(.F(V)) n 9?(u)), and so 
%?o(&z~)F(~) is an odd order subgroup of G(o) normalized by Fti), and from 
the structure of PSL(2, q), go&~‘) n G(s)* must have order dividing q + 1 
or q - 1. -4s q = -1 (mod 4), and P(*) is regular, we have tFiF) E G(v)*. 
Thus all conjugates of tg(L.) in (FL.), Co(K)(~)S(.D)) lie in G(o)“, and we 
concludethatkIq+ lorklq- 1. 
Let s be an involution in K with F(s) # s(t). If i F(s) n 9(t)\ = 2, then 
%J(s, t)) = 1, and as I gN(s)I = I ‘X,(t); and N is nilpotent, this implies 
q” 1 I N 1. Otherwise U,((s, t)) # 1, and from the structure of PSL(2, q), 
we must have gN((s, t)) s PSL(2, r) for some r. We also have q = pn, 
7 = p”” where p is a prime, m I n and I U,((s, t)), = r. As q = - 1 (mod 4), 
n must be odd, and so n/m 3 3 and 1 N ID > : gN(t)l [ gX(~)I,/ ‘e,((s, t))l 3 
p2”+. Thus whether or not g,((s, t)) = 1, we have pQ 1 I N I, where 2n > 
a~5n/3.Thuspa~d-landsopa-n(i+(q+1)(q-l)/2R.IfK~q$-1, 
then pa-‘” 1 (q + 1)/2k - 1, and so p”-” 1 2k - 1, 2K > pa-” and 
(q + 1)/2k < (p” + l)ip”-“. AS a - n > 2n/3, this implies that 
(q + 1)/2k - 1 < pa-n, and as q = - 1 (mod 4) and k is odd, q + 1 # 2k, 
RAA. \Ye obtain a similar contradiction under the assumption k : q - 1. \\?e 
conclude that all involutions s E K satisfy 9((s) = F(t), and it follows that 
K C G*(t) . It also follows that the sets F(U) for u E tG n V?(t) partition Q 
andsoqf 1 !d,whichimpliesk\q- 1. 
We wish to show next that k = 1. As K C G*(,, , we have t E V(V?&ut)) 
(mod ??&~t) n G(F(t))), and as u E ?Z(G(F(t))), we deduce from 3.10 
that Wo(&ut) c Fo&t). If k # 1, then F?ooJz~) g go&t), and so we must 
have ut f z’ and u = U. Then u E F?(G(F(t))). Let Z = O(G(F(t))). As 
t E 9?(K) (mod Z), we have k = 1 2 : V=(t)!. Now t E ??(Z n G(F(v))), and 
as k I q - 1 we have 1 F(zv) n .F(Z)I = 2, and so F(t) C F(Z). Let 
y E F(Z) - (oL}, and let w be an involution in G,, . %J(t, w)) = 1 would 
implyq21 jNi,RAA( as in the preceding paragraph), and so ??J(t, w)) f 1. 
As No-@) is semiregular, we have I F(w) n F(Z)! 3 1 J- I gX((t, w)); > 2. 
If NY is the conjugate of N in G, , then as ??&zu)F(~) is transitive on 
F(w) - {y}, we have I ??&(w, .Z>)\ = 1 + ! .F((w, Z>):. Thus if q is a 
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power of the prime p, then p 1 1 s((w, 2)) - 1, and so p 1 1 %‘&(w, Z))l. It 
follows from 2.5 that G(Z) is transitive. We have just seen that every involution 
of G(Z), fixes more than 2 points, which contradicts / S(V) n s(Z)1 = 2. 
Thus K = 1, d - 1 = q(1 + (4” - 1)/2), and (q, (d - 1)/q) = 1. Thus 
gM(t) is a Hall subgroup of N, and as LV is nilpotent, gN(t) 4 H. 
We shall now show that %?z(t) = 1. Let (u, ul) C %P’(t) be a four-group. 
Then (u, tli , t) C U(ciP,(t)), and (ui , t)y(V) is a semi-regular four-group 
centralizing gz(t)sl”). As (u, , t)FfP) is self centralizing in G(w)*, it follows 
from the structure of G(v) that I F(%?z(t)s”(‘U))i > 2, and %z(t)9(2’) acts on 
G(o)* as a group of field automorphisms. It follows in the same way, that for 
any w I%’ n tG, 1 g(w) n F(Vz(t))I > 2. Now VK(t) C V(%?z(t)), and so 
gN(t) acts semiregularly on 9(%,(t)). N ormality of %7,(t) in H implies that if 
y E %(%z(t)) - {oI}, and x is an involution in G,, , then VN(t) C %?(x), and so 
P(X) C s(Vz(t)). Thus the conjugate w&t) of VN(t) in G acts semiregularly 
on %(@z(t)) - {y}, and so by 2.5, G(%z(t)) ’ t is ransitive, and any involution 
y E ~V(??z(t)) with i F(y) n %(%z(t))I 3 2 satisfies F(y) C 9(%,(t)). If 
Vz(t) # 1, then let (y, 8) be a transposition of t lying in SJ - T(gz(t)). If 
w E G,,* n V(t) n tG, then we have shown that I g(w) n F(Ez(t))! > 2, and 
so s(w) C F(Vz(t)), RAA. Thus P?=(t) = 1. 
All involutions in H cetralize gN(t), and so if C = ?Yo&V~(t)), then C is 
transitive on a - {oL}, C 4 H, and C n K = Z. If 4 = p”, then a Sylow 
p-subgroup of C has the form gX(t) x Q, where Q E Syl,(C n K), and so by 
2.9 applied to (C, t) there exists a subgroup W of C with C = %‘Jt) x IV, 
and t E J+‘(W). As V=(t) = 1, we have V&t) = gK(t), and so t inverts TV. 
Thus W is abelian, and C is nilpotent, contradicting 2.2. 
Case 2. SYN(t) z SL(2, q). 
Let S C U E Syl,(%(%(t)), T = gN(t) n U, and R = G(%(t)) n 1/: Then 
U’ c TS and s;),(%“( V) n U’) = (t). Hence (t) 4 .,V( U), which implies 
that U E Syl,(G). There exists ‘L’ E (L - K) n U n rc. Then r?o) is regular, 
and D E Jr/-(S). 
First. suppose that q E 1 (mod 4). Then #ct) $ G(t)*, and so PGL(2, q) C 
G(t). Suppose that S were quaternion, and S = (s, sr) where 1 S/(s)\ = 2 
and 1 si 1 = 4. ST(*) n PGL(2,q) is a normal cyclic subgroup of SFo) of order 
at least 4, and so we have S9ft) n PGL(2, q) = (flo)). Then (zJs)~~) E G(t)*, 
and 1 F(v~) n F(t)1 = 2, and so ‘L’S cannot be an involution. By considering 
the group (a, S>, we easily check that v must centralize some cyclic subgroup 
of S of order 4, and as G(v) has no semi-regular elements of order 4, this is 
impossible. Thus S is cyclic, and as v E g(R), we have I A 1 = 2. Now 
U = (v, S), and go) inverts SFo), but ES is not an involution. Thus CT is 
semidihedral. 
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Next suppose Q = - 1 (mod 4). Then rFo) E G(t)*, and er = JJZ where 
1 y ] = 1 z 1 = 4, y E T and z E R. As all elements of order 4 in VP’(t) are 
conjugate, we may assume that y 9~) E 9“(T9’t)). Let w be an element of T 
of maximal order 2”. Then we may assume that y E (w). Thus 9?(w) has a 
cyclic subgroup (w) of order 2n, and as s2,((w)) = (t), v 4 (w). As 
U E Syl,(V(t)), U must contain a cyclic subgroup (wi) of order 2” with 
t $ (ml). Then I w;‘pft) 1 = 2”, and so wi $ G(t)*, and G(t) contains PGL(2,q). 
Thus 1 S/R 1 = 2. Suppose that S were quaternion. Then S = (s, si) with 
I S/(S)] = 2, 1 s1 1 = 4, and either s E S - R and s, E R, or si E S - R and 
s E R. In the first case, ~9’~) is an odd permutation, and as I si 1 = I ss, I = 4, 
one of s and si must be odd. In the second case, ifs is even, then as I s 1 3 I si / , 
$-F(t) is even, and so si itself must be odd. In either case G contains an odd 
permutation, contradicting 4.2. Thus S is cyclic. As TS = U C V(R), we 
have R = 9(U). LI has an abelian subgroup (wi) x R of index 2. As R acts 
faithfully on I, we have I R 1 < 2”. U contains some involution u such 
that rPo) inverts wF”), and so u 4 (wi) x R and V(U) n ((wl) x R) = R. 
Hence u cannot centralize any element of (w,), and so we have wiu = w;lx 
for some x E S, where ~2”~~ + 1. Thus 1 x I > 2”, and so / S I = 1 wi I and 
S = (x). Thus 
u = (<w,> x (w;lx), u) 
is a wreath product of two cyclic groups of order 2” by u. 
Summing up, we have either 4 = 1 (mod 4) and U is semidihedral, or 
4 = - 1 (mod 4) and U is wreathed. Clearly O(G) = 1, and so [I] implies 
that G is a normal extension of one of the groups M,, , PSL(3, Q) or PSU(3, q). 
In fact M,, has a semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroup, and the centralizer of any of 
its involutions is isomorphic to GL(2, 3), and so this group cannot occur. 
If PSL(3, Q) 4 G, then from the structure of this group, the group f&,-(t) of 
order 4 is contained in an elementary abelian group Q of order q”, and so 
9(Q) = {oL}, and M(Q) C H. Thus G is an extension of the usual doubly 
transitive representation of PSL(3, q), contradicting 3.1. If PSU(3, q) a G, 
then if gN(t) C Q E Syl,(G), then R-(Q) = {a}, M(Q) C Hand G is an exten- 
sion of the usual doubly transitive representation of PSU(3, q), and is therefore 
not a counterexample to Theorem A. This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
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